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Advanced Linux Design Ltd  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-C14 

www.aldtech.com 

 
Audio Streaming Module  

Audio streaming modules that enable multi-

room music playback from audio sources like 

iPhone, Android phone, PC and cloud music and 

Internet radio stations. 
 

AMO X Limited 
(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F14 

www.amox.hk 

 
Chatbot CS 

A Chatbot can send instant responses to their 

customers. Delighting and engaging with 

customers in an automated manner by helping 

with customers' queries that often appear in the 

FAQ section. 
 

Arwin Technology Ltd  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-C08 

www.arwintechnology.com 

 
Nano S (Compact Wireless Climate Sensor 

for Mobile Device) 

Using the latest Bluetooth 5 wireless technology 

include climate (temperature and humidity), air 

quality detector (PM2.5) and gas (VOC/CO2) 

for a complete ecosystem, Nano S range 

provides solutions that use various sensors into 

compact and attractive design for easy 

integration. 
 

ASIS International Co., Ltd.  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-A10 

www.asisrc.com 

 
DIY Modularization Drone 

New coming DIY quadcopter which can be 

assembled and disassembled optionally, standard 

features of fixed height, G-sensor, headless 

mode, and GPS function. MR game is available 

in this version. 
 

http://www.amox.hk/
http://www.arwintechnology.com/
http://www.asisrc.com/
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A-Sum Technology, LLC  

(Japan) 

Booth no.: CH-C05 

www.a-sum.co.jp 

 

Wireless lighting fixture control system for 

office, hotel, warehouse and big commercial 

facilities. 
 

Attez Technologies Limited 
(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-B10 

www.atteztech.com 

 
Smart iHorn 

Smart iHorn is a BLE-controlled security alarm 

for bike and motorcycle. It can also be used as 

an intelligent horn with various tone or voice, 

configurable through a smartphone. 
 

Bonsailab, Inc. 
(Japan) 

Booth no.: CH-D03 

www.bonsailab.asia 

 
BS CUBE 3D Printer 

The SD card slot is built in, user can print 

without connecting to the PC. The control panel 

is simple. A magnetic table enables easier 

removal of model. 
 

Booqed Limited  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F02 

www.getbooqed.com 

 
BOOQED 

On-demand booking and payment system 

allowing user to book spaces hourly, daily, or in 

advance instantly. Fuss-free payment with user 

preferred currency via Paypal or credit card in 

multiple cities. Discover multiple including hot 

desks, meeting rooms and conference rooms. 
 

Bosenn international Co., Ltd. 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-B09 

www.bosenn.com 

 
Flying Drone 

This RC drone with 720P HD cam has function 

of fixed height and 90 up-down adjustable 

degrees. 
 

C-Corp International Co., Ltd. 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E12 

www.goqiwireless.com 

 
GOQi wireless charging long wallet 

GOQi wireless charging long wallet, power 

bank, charging pad, car & table stand, stationery 

stand, for a completely wireless charging 

lifestyle. 
 

http://www.getbooqed.com/
http://www.bosenn.com/
http://www.goqiwireless.com/
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 Changzhou Ouka Electrical Appliance Co., Ltd. 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-G10 

www.oukavip.com 

 
Sous Vide Vacuum Sealer 

Using the vacuuming method to suck out air and 

moisture and reduce oxygen, limiting bacterial 

growth that would otherwise cause vegetables, 

meats and liquids to spoil. 
 

Cloudonme Limited  
(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-A09 

www.cloudonme.hk  

 
Cloudify 

Accountant-to-business linking platform, 

connecting freelance accountants to SMEs/ 

startups in Hong Kong. 
 

CloverGreen Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-C13 

www.clovergreen.com.hk  

 
Convene Paperless Meeting Solution 

Secured wireless sensor network is designed to 

sense environment in user’s 

house/building/shop/carpark/workplace and send 

signal when it is needed. 
 

ConnectAR Limited  
(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F10 

www.snappopapp.com  

 
SnapPop 

Retailer can create snap (packing, flyer, poster 

etc) and add corresponding pop (video, text 

message, audio etc), when potential customer 

snaps the same, they will get more information 

about the product. Snaps can be linked to Paypal 

for immediate purchase. 
 

Creation Joy International Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-A12 

 
Voice / Gravity Multi Control RC Car 

RC car with voice control system. 
 

Delight Plus Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F08 

www.delight-plus.com 

 
Total Parking Solution 

Using app with the parking solution, user can 

reserve a parking bay before the arrival, an alert 

message will send to user if the car leaves the 

car park. 
 

http://www.oukavip.com/
http://www.delight-plus.com/
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Easyship 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-A13 

www.easyship.com 

 
Easyship 

The user-friendly platform integrates with major 

online marketplaces, providing an all-in-one 

shipping management tool from in-cart checkout to 

delivery, allowing eCommerce sellers to save time 

and money on shipping. 
 

EGG Technologies Ltd 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-B11 

www.eggtechs.com 

 

STEM classes & STEM education kits 
 

Eggplant Technologies Ltd. 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-D12 

www.move-it.club 

 
All-In-One Fitness Equipment 

Move It encompasses a set of smart handles with 

a modular design that are compatible with four 

types of equipment attachments. These 

attachments include an AB wheel, a Jump Rope, 

a set of Push-up Stand and a Resistance Band. 
 

Film Players Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-C01 

www.filmplayershk.com 

 
All in One Display Hub with Smart Film 

Specialised hub developed to work with smart 

film, projectors, motion sensors etc to enable 

interactive and instantaneous response and 

displays. 
 

FLUX Inc. 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-B01 

www.flux3dp.com/ 

 
FLUX 

Equipped with a 40W laser, Beambox can 

engrave or cut various materials, wood, paper, 

leather, acrylic and so on. Control the Beambox 

with touch panel or laptop using wired or 

wireless connection. 
 

Frontier Technology Co., Ltd  

(Taiwan) 

Booth no.: CH-C06 

www.roomie-p.com 

 
Roomie SP1 

A smart home device which featured with a) 

projection; b) voice control; c) music streaming; 

d) IOT control. 
 

http://www.eggtechs.com/
http://www.filmplayershk.com/
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Greenbank 

(Taiwan) 

Booth no.: CH-C12 

www.gbank365.weebly.com 

 
G-Switch 

Older homes without neutral wires are not 

excluded from home automation. This 2-wire G-

Switch transmits wireless signals only to never 

limit the expansion of GREENBANK network. 
 

Hi- Cooler Company Limited  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E14 

www.hi-cooler.com 

 
Hi-Cooler  

Mobile evaporation type air-conditioner with 

enhanced efficiency – less water consumption, 

higher cooing power. It fits for handbag, 

briefcase, backpack, users can carry out for 

outdoor application. 
 

Holistic Technology Company Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F06 

www.soldeazy.com 

 
SoldEazy®  

A Cloud-based Software-as-a-Services (SaaS) 

ecommerce management system empowers 

retailers to build, design and maintain product 

content, easily make their products visible across 

multiple channels. 
 

Hongkong Enter Trade Technology Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-D08 

www.bestnaptime.com 

 
Naptime 

Naptime smart eyeshade uses EEG sensors and 

machine learning technology to ensure that users 

not only fall asleep tenderly, but feel better 

rested when they wake up. 
 

iBebot Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-C09 

www.ibebot.com 

 
AirQuality  

AirQuality is an apps-enabled bluetooth wireless 

connected device that measures VOC/CO2, 

temperature and humidity in surrounding area. 
 

imobi4 Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E10 

www.imobi4.com 

Desktop Apple Watch Charging Station 
Designed for charging at the office, counter top 

and night stand. The solid and fashion design 

keeps the charging station. 
 

http://www.hi-cooler.com/
http://www.soldeazy.com/
http://www.bestnaptime.com/
http://www.ibebot.com/
http://www.imobi4.com/
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In&Out (HK) Electronics Limited    

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-G06 

www.inout.pw  

 
 

 

IOE Technologies Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-B08 

www.ioetechnologies.net 

IOE 
IOE supplies modules & PCBA systems with 

embedded firmware and software to OEM. 

high-quality research and engineering work and 

personal client service.. 
 

Ivy Life Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-D06 

www.ivy-smart.com 

  
Nano Atomization Water Meter 

This product uses technology of high speed 

vibration to break the water into ultra micron 

that easily permeates the base of the skin, 

instantly replenish skin water. 
 

Jacky Instruments Limited 

(Start-up of City University of Hong Kong)  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-C02 

www.jackyinstruments.com 

 
 

Smart Thermostat 
“Smart Thermostat” is a next-generation indoor 

thermostat which improves occupant thermal 

comfort with reduced over 40% of energy 

consumption. 
 

Kency Consulting Company Ltd 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F11 

www.izzbie.com   

 
Izzbie 

 
 

Kids Dynamic Inc. 

(Taiwan) 

Booth no.: CH-B06 

www.kidsdynamic.com 

 
Swing Watch 

Swing watch combines the traditional analog 

watch with today’s technologies - time & 

activity announcement, calendar, UV & activity 

sensor; it helps kids learn the concept of time 

and develop a healthy routine. 
 

http://www.ivy-smart.com/
http://www.jackyinstruments.com/
http://www.kidsdynamic.com/
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KIROBO Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-G11 

www.zonwa.cn 

 
Private cloud storage router 

It can be accessed through external network, and 

embedded hard disk interface; as long as there is 

a network, the personal information can be 

uploaded, downloaded at the same time. 
 

Koofy Development Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-B05 

www.surf-wheel.com 

 
Surfwheel 

Self-balanced electric skateboard.  Calibrated 

the gyroscopic sensors, it shifts in user’s center 

of stabilization, allowing user to glide forward 

and backwards or snowboard-esque turns. 
 

Koo's & Company 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E07 

www.hktdc.com/em/koo’s 

 
Powerful Vacuum Pump for  

Vacuum Storage Bags 

Elegant design with powerful suction and blowing 

performance especially for the storage polybags or 

blowing away the dusts from electronic gadgets. 
 

KUAIFIT 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-D10 

www.kuai.fit 

 

KUAIFIT (multi-sport headphone with smart 

voice coaching) 

Wearable Coach that automatically adapts sport 

& fitness training plans to each individual, and 

provides smart voice coaching using accurate 

sensor. 
 

Lab Made Asia Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E01 

www.labmade.asia 

 
LYNQ 

All-in-one desktop solution for the workspace or at 

home. (Qi wireless charger , Bluetooth speaker , 

omnidirectional microphone , four-port USB 3.0 

Hub , cable-concealer, writing utensil holder ) 
 

Manoled Limited  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-C10 

 

 
Fashionable Lamp 

It’s a fashionable lamp with glamorous outlook 

and gorgeous design. It is designed to be a 

centrepiece that creates an atmosphere as the 

focal point of any interior. 
 

http://www.zonwa.cn/
http://www.surf-wheel.com/
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Mantiz Innovation Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E04 

www.mymantiz.com  

 

  
 

Marvoto Technology (HongKong) Limited  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-D02 

www.marvoto.com/ 

 
Smart Fetus Camera 

A hand carry smart ultrasound device for 

pregnant mothers to take pictures and record 

dynamic videos of baby. 
 

Maxcare Trading Ltd. 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E13 

 
Bicit - Stylish Gym Bike  

For Home And Health 
Intelligence sports hardware designed for all 

homes. With mobile app remote control, it 

maximises the user experience, controls the 

stepping speed for a more efficient workout, and 

also monitors your progress. 
 

Maxus Technologies (SZ) Limited 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-E02  

www.maxustech.com 

 
Welle Gesture Controller 

Welle is an innovative device that turns any 

surface into a smart interface using embedded 

Sonar.  User can control selected devices and 

software applications with simple touch and 

gesture via Bluetooth. 
 

Mingle Tech 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F01 

www.mingletech.com.hk  

 
Audio Streaming Box 

Transmit TV sound from one to many receivers 

by WiFi router. 
 

Neosen Energy HK Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E05 

www.neosenenergy.com 

 
  NeoSolar 

NeoSolar is a waterproof portable solar 

renewable energy device which operates without 

any cables. 
 

http://www.mingletech.com.hk/
http://www.neosenenergy.com/
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Nixtek Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-D09 

www.nixtek.net 

 

Full colour 3D Printers with CMYK blending 

technology that could mix 4 different colour 

filaments to create different colour tones. 
 

ONO 3D Inc 

(USA) 

Booth no.: CH-D01 

www.ono3d.net 

 
ONO 3D  

ONO 3D is the first ever smartphone 3D printer. 

ONO allows resin to harden under visible light. 

3D objects can then be created layer by layer 

using smartphone’s screen as the light source. 
 

Persona Surgical Modelling Co., Ltd. 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-D07 

www.persona3d.com.hk 

 
3D Printed Surgical Models  

Convert medical diagnostic image into 3D 

printed anatomical models for pre-operation 

planning for complex surgery. 
 

Premietech Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-B12 

www.premietechhk.com 

  

Property Advisors Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-E08 

 

 
 

QIUB Group Ltd.  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F03 

www.myqiub.com  

 
QIUB 

Portable device that can replace power bank and 

cables to charge and sync smartphone. 
 

http://www.nixtek.net/
http://www.persona3d.com.hk/
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Richcom Technologies Co. 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F09 

 
 

DAB32ZG84 Module 

It is the latest in a new generation of digital 

audio products to use the new 

DAB/DAB+/DMB-Radio. The Precise module 

operates in master mode removing the need for 

any additional host processor. 
 

Riverland Enterprise Company Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F04 

www.riverland.com.hk 

  

Room3 Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F07 

www.room3.co  

 
VR production and project planning 

 
 

Scarlet Tech 

(Taiwan) 

Booth no.: CH-B02 

scarlet.com.tw 

 
Occupational environmental sensor and 

measurement IoT system to ensure 

professionals’ work safety and health 
 

Shareasy Inc. Pte. Ltd. 

(Singapore) 

Booth no.: CH-C03 

www.shareasy.com.sg 

 
BREZZE 

Brezze provides battery charging rental solution 

on the go, through unparalleled convenience, 

extremely low costs and plethora of usage 

benefits. 
 

Shenzhen Eve-Innovations Technology Co.,Ltd 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-G12 

www.evebot.cc 

 

 
 

http://www.riverland.com.hk/
http://www.evebot.cc/
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Shenzhen Forhon Technology Co., Ltd. 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-C11 

www.fu-sun.com   

 
IOT LoraWan Gateway  

It can access more than sixty thousand 

perception nodes, with low power consumption 

and long communication distance (up to 5-10 

km). It can effectively solve the problem of 

power consumption and communication 

distance. 
 

Shenzhen Greenrain Technologies Co., Ltd 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.:  CH-G08 

 

 
Hilar Smart Bluetooth Hifi Headset 

An intelligent earphone that combines sound 

card, player and intelligent computing device 

entertainment. According to the individual 

hearing differences, the intelligent output 

matches the unique auditory experience. 
 

Shenzhen Honghengchang Electronic Co., Ltd. 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.:  CH-G09 

 

 
Mobile Wireless Charger 

 
 

Shenzhen Jointronic Technology Inc. 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-G14 

 

 
 

 
 

Shenzhen Kung Fu Long Industrial Co., Ltd 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-G13 

 

 
 

Shenzhen Mixtile Technology Limited 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-B14 

www.mixtile.com   

 
Mixtile Hub 

Mixtile Hub is a voice-controlled smart home 

controller that can manage ZigBee devices, Z-

Wave Devices and other connected devices with 

corresponding and adaptive plugins installed. 
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Shenzhen Topideal Industrial Co., Ltd. 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-G07 

www.t-ideal.com  

 
Build in 3-coil Charger 

 

 
 

Shenzhen VVFLY Electronics Co., Ltd. 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-E09 

www.vvfly.cn 

 
Snore Circle Anti-Snoring Device     

With the advanced bone conduction and sound 

recognition technologies, Snore Circle can 

precisely identify snores and give out very small 

sound or vibrations for physical intervention. 
 

Shenzhen Yue Ma Technology Co.,Ltd 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.:  CH-E06 

www.vod.ai 

 
VODAI 

VODAI is the latest mobile-linked and AI-

enabled Karaoke system solution.  It uses big 

data for AI learning. 
 

Skyless Design Limited  

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.:  CH-C04 

www.skylessdesign.com 

 
ATUMS 

Smart umbrella stand that quick dries and 

disinfects umbrella after use.  Patent pending 

technology with researched evaporation 

technology controls the climate inside the stand 

to enhance drying performance. 
 

Snapmaker Inc.  

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.:  CH-D05 

www.snapmaker.com 

 
All-Metal 3D Printer 

All-metal and three-in-one 3D printer. With 

interchangeable heads, it can be transformed into 

a laser engraver or CNC carving machine. It also 

features an innovative modular design, enabling 

an easy setup of 10 parts in only 10 minutes. 
 

Spang International Co., Ltd. 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.:  CH-G05 

www.spang-i.com  

 

http://www.vvfly.cn/
http://www.vod.ai/
http://www.skylessdesign.com/
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SparkAmplify LLC 

(USA) 

Booth no.:  CH-A11 

www.sparkamplify.com 

 

  
SparkAmplify - Intelligent Media Outreach 

SparkAmplify helps product creators build brand 

value in the social media/internet space by 

leveraging media and influencers. 

 
 

Systematrix Technology Services Limited 

(Hong Kong) 

Booth no.: CH-F12 

web.smarts.hk  

  
ADMINIS HRM  

ADMINIS HRM is a web based intranet 

application that manages HR, staff roster, leave 

applications and time attendance. 
 

Taiwan Original Innovation Ltd. 

(Taiwan) 

Booth no.: CH-F05 

www.tworiginal.com.tw 

 

Unique & Patented Dynamic/ Hybrid 

Earphones 

 
 

Team Concepts Limited 

(Chinese mainland) 

Booth no.: CH-D13 

www.teamconcepts.us 

 

Smart Hardware & Software Solution 

Provider 

 
 

U-GYM Technology Corp. 

(Taiwan) 

Booth no.: CH-B04 

www.relaxdeepmuscle.com  

 
UGYM Sport 

UGYM Sport deep muscle stimulator is 

designed for athlete muscle training utilizing 

medium frequency Russian Wave. It can warm 

up muscle, enhance exercise efficiency or 

increase muscle strength during workout, and 

speed up muscle recovery after cool down. 
 

UonMap Information Technologies Ltd. 

(Canada) 

Booth no.: CH-C07 

www.uonmap.com  

 
CarDroid 

A multifunctional in-vehicle diagnostic and 

monitoring Android device which turns a regular 

car into a smart car 
 

http://www.tworiginal.com.tw/
http://www.teamconcepts.us/
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Vescir Ltd. 

(Taiwan) 

Booth no.: CH-B03 

www.defiderm.com 

 
défiderm  

défiderm, is a smart skin condition and 

environmental analyzer that evaluates and tracks 

the hydration, skin pigmentation and health 

levels, but can also offer user personalized 

advices. 
 

Zoetek Inc. 

(Taiwan) 

Booth no.: CH-D04 

www.zoetek.com.tw 

 

Health Watch 

 
 

 

http://www.defiderm.com/
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